Maths

Multiplication and Division
Children will begin to multiply and divide larger numbers, and
learn all the multiplication and division facts up to 12x12.
We will also be learning to divide with reminders. Children will be
supported with concrete apparatus and pictorial methods before
practicing the formal written methods for multiplication and
division. Through out the unit we will be using ICT and outdoor to
support the learning of mental and written calculations.
.
Measurement
Children will apply their maths knowledge to problems and
calculations involving length and perimeter, as well as
consolidating knowledge of multiplication and division..
.

Times Tables Rock Stars, Mathletics and Spellodrome
Children will access Times Tables Rock Stars and
spellodrome in school and at home using their personal
loggings will be re-issued soon. Please continue to
encourage children to access Mathletics which has been
very successful throughout the last term. Spellodrome is a
also a great ICT resource for learning spellings and can be
accessed through mathletics.
The website address is -http://ttrockstars.com/login
Please use this link to the access Mathletics website.
http://uk.mathletics.com/
Homework
Spellings and multiplication homework will be sent home every
Friday for children to learn and is expected to be learned and
handed in on the following Thursday this gives the children
enough time to practice with ease. If you would like support
from our team to know how to help your child with homework
please don’t hesitate to get in touch, we are more than happy to
help.

Topic

(History/Geography)
Our topic questions will be
Romans
‘What did the Romans do for us?

Water (Science)
We will be looking at how important
water is to life, and how it enables us
to thrive. we will be looking at water
In all its different states (solid, liquid,
gas).
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Mrs Vassie: Willow class
Miss Scofield: Hawthorn class
Dates for your diary

23 .01. 2020 – Family sharing drop in session
3.30 - 4.15
7. 02 .2020- Number day
Water bottle must be in school daily.
PE day is on Tuesdays. please ensure your child has
the appropriate kit and footwear.
willow class will continue to attend swimming
lessons on Thursdays.

English

Poems:
We will continue learning about poem features. This will be
linked to learning about rivers.
Fiction:
In this unit, the children will focus and read a book called
‘Firebird’ by Saviour Pirotta. In this story the Firebird has
been stealing King Vaslav’s golden-skinned apples. But who
could catch this thief? By the end of the unit, the children
will have written a story based on a character undertaking a
quest.

.

Attendance
Pupils who are making it to school every day on time
are being awarded with a very special golden ticket for
100% mark.
Help your child become a HERO.
Here Everyday Ready On Time
Reading Challenge!

Children can earn ticks for every time they read at home for
20 minutes; this does not have to be a school book! 3 s in
a week earn them a smiley face. Earn smiley faces to win
prizes.
Their reading record must be signed by an adult.
X6 Smiley faces = Bookmark
X12 smiley faces = book for your class library
X18 smiley faces = book for you
X24 smiley faces = book voucher
X30 smiley faces = entry into a prize draw to win a kindle
X36 smiley faces = Trip to a bookshop

Topic Vocabulary
Romans
Emperor
Gods
Mythology
Gladiator
Ancient
Slave
Aqueduct
Italy
War
Invasion

Maths Vocabulary
multiply
divide
multiple
remainder
divide
decimal
bar model
whole part model

English Vocabulary
Personification is a
metaphor in which a
thing or abstract is
represented as a
person

Fiction.
A type of writing mainly used for
stories. It’s not a non fiction
writing feature such as
information text or instruction.

